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Two motions for resolutions (CA/CP/165 and CA/CP/159) and a draft 
declaration (CA/CP/164) on hunger 1n the world were tabled at the Joint 
Committee meeting in Luxembourg on 24 September 1980. A drafting 
committee was instructed to draw up a single text, which was unanimously 
adopted by the Joint Committee on 24 September (CA/CP/173). In accordance 
with the declaration, the Joint Committee decided to set up an ad hoc 
joint working party and instructed it to draw up a report on hunger . 
The members of the ad hoc working party were appointed at the Joint 
Committee's constituent meeting on 26 September 1980 . 
At its meeting in Luxembourg on 25 September 1980, the ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assembly agreed to refer the motion for a resolution on the 
elimination of hunger and malnutrition tabled by Mr Pannella (Doc. ACP/EEC/ 
6/24/80) 1 to the Joint Committee which in turn referred it to its working 
party. 
At the working party's first meeting in Brussels on 20 January 1981 
Mr Kasse, representative of Mali, was elected chairman and Mr Ferrero appoint-
ed rapporteur. 
The working party subsequently met in Freetown (Sierra Leone) on 
25 February 1981, in Brussels on 5 June, in Strasbourg on 21 September, 
in Brussels on 4 December 1981 and in Bamako (Mali) on 26 January 1982. 
The Joint Committee considered the draft report by Mr Ferrero at its 
meeting in Salisbury (Zimbabwe) on 4 February 1982 and unanimously adopted 
the motion for a resolution with one abstention . 
1
oJ No. C 306, 24 November 1980, p. 7 
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The following took part in the vote : 
Mr Bersani, co-chairman, Mr Butagyira, co-chairman (Uganda), Mr Ferrero, 
rapporteur 
Barbados, Benin, Botswana, Burundi, Cameroon, Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, 
Mr Carossino (deputizing for Mr Denis), Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, 
Mrs Castellina, Mrs Castle, Central African Republic, Mr Cohen, Congo, 
Mr Deschamps, Djibouti, Mr Enright, Mrs Ewing, Mr Fergusson, Mr Fich, 
Fiji, Mr Flanagan, Mrs Focke, Mr Frfth, Gabon, Gambia, Mr Geurtsen, Ghana, 
Mr Giummarra (deputizing for Mr Ryan), Mr Glinne, Mr De Goede, Grenada, 
Guinea, Mr Haagerup, Mr Hume, Mr Irmer, Mr Israel (deputizing for Mr Clement), 
Ivory Coast, Mr Jackson, Mr Jaquet, Mr Kellett-Bowman, Kenya, Mr Kirk, 
Mr Kfihn, Uesotho, Mrs Lentz-Cornette (deputizing for Mr Estgen), Mr Ligios 
(deputizing for Mr d'Ormesson), Mr Loo, Mr Luster, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, 
Mauritius, Mr Michel,Mr J. :Moreau, Mr Narducci, Niger, Nigeria, Mr Normanton, 
Papua/New Guinea, Mr Penders, Mr Poirier, Mr Poniatowski, Mr Price, Mrs Pruvot 
(deputizing for Mr Sable), Mr Puletti, Rwanda, Mr Schieler, Mr Konrad Sch~n, 
Mr Seefeld, Mr Seeler (deputizing for Mr Colla), Senegal, Mr Sherlock, Somalia, 
Sudan, Surinam, Swaziland, Tanzania, Mr J.D. Taylor, Togo, Tonga, Trinidad/ 
Tobago, Mr Turner, Upper Volta, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Vergeer, Mr Vitale (deputizing 
for Mrs Baduel Glorioso), Mrs Walz, Mr Wawrzik, Mr Woltjer, Zaire, Zambia 
and Zimbabwe. 
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A 
~~e Joint Committee hereby submits to the Bureau of the ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assembly the following motion for a resolution together with 
explanatory statement: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
on the fight against hunger 
'I:·hc ACP-EEC Con:;l<) t:.-.tivo ;.r.:sembl~' 
-------·--·-.... - ..... ·-~------~-' 
- havine ::cegar:cl to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-'EEC 
35/82), 
- havir-:.~ regard :to tho l~c:solution of the At.P-EEC Consulto.tiva 
J\ssel·lbly (Doc. ACP-E.EC 30/81), 
avrar·e:: thot tl.~o fi~ht. o.~~ainnt hunser is an essential form of 
respect for the right to life, a fundamental riL,ht of reanldnd; 
also 3.':i.:t::Ce ·~hat the othc:r human I. iGhts, namely econoDic, social, 
cul t'~r•~l, civ.iJ. [tlld political richts, have their origin in the 
rie,ht. to li.fe, 
' - . . 
1. :£xprer-ses itr. }.Jrofou.nd ab.rm at the gro-.rinc., deterioration of 
,., 
~. 
the food situation throui...hout the world Jp_ci. especially in 
roany ACP state:;;; 
Dec lares that the fic,ht ac;ain~Jt hun,gcr and its causes must 
l•(.·c~'m' a hm ~)riori ty f Ol' cooperation b.ctwaen the industrialize< 
I ' , ', ·,. 
nations end tl:o d(.:velopin:::, coHntricc and demonstrate the 
CJ.•cdi bili t;y '>.J.' the association bctveen tl-:.e EEC and ~l..CP Ste.tes; 
3. .i.tc.:quusts, as a r:~ntter of the utmost ure;ency, th:-.tt tha EY~C and 
the AGl' >.Jtatc-.s direct tl1<::ir effo.l:-~ts. to:,·ar.ds this :p:dority, 
both t;hrouc;h the Convention of Laroe and thoir development 
polich.s; 
~~£_f£~Q-~£~£l£~-~2~-~b~_N2E~~=~~~!~-Q~~l~L~£ 
4. :Fir·mly believes th3.t cl:ronic n·all-:.utrition of vast sections 
of tr.e poor populF;tion in a dranwtic manifestation of the 
more '9ancr<'.l problem of tmderdovelopmcnt and a f o.ctor in as 
ucll as a syrn·. tom of the cxic tine.. t.nd decpcnine, social n.nd 
ec.onomic imbala_11ce bot 1: in tJ;:.c developinG countries and behree!l. 
th.:r.c c.nd the industriali~c;,d cotmtrics; 
5. Con:.:idcrs t11,:t the scoursc of !:.un,jcr c:m be more effectively 
tacl:lcd. \li thin the fra'l:euork of the establishmcat of a ncH 
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6. Str·.;L.~)<.;S, the r.vfore, the need. to increase effor·ts to se-c up a 
nevi and morv equitable system of international relations without 
which the Convention of Lom~ will possibly.lose much of its 
.thrust and emphasizes that this·· implies in :p~rti~ula; that: 
·- en the one hand, a growine share of the money at present being 
.' .spent on armetruent.~ th~oughout the world must be ,divert.ed to 
peaceful nnd development purposes; 
·- 01~ the other, sufficient financial and technological resources 
'bust be transferred towards the developing countries, while a 
radical change must come about in the ·production str~ctures 
. . 
and living patterns in the industrialized nations; 
7. App<jo.ls to this end to the European Community and. the ·Member. 
Stston,the AC'!? States and the organizations con~erned with 
• ' ' • I 
EEC-ACI' cooperation to do their, utmost_, in every f9rm and in the 
'most effective way possible. to bring about 'an ea;ly and ~uccess­
ful conclusiou to discussiohs at present;being held with a 
vievJ t.o the opening of the global negotiations within the frame-
work of the· United Nations; 
8. Considers that until the global n~gotiations are comp~~ted, 
c·ertain practical measures· should b~ adopted as a matter of· 
priority, including' in particular the ne.ed to: 
- implement.forthwith the conclusions of the Paris Conference 
' . . 
on least-developed countries, initially by setting deadlines 
for the countries of the bEC to reach the 0.1~ target; 
- iJ;J.plcncnt the, proposal contained in the 'Plan of act~.on t~ .. 
.:.;c:~on t hun~E:Ir in tho wor.ld 1 submitted by the Coliii!li~sion of the 
· Europonn Coi!!Illuni ties to !)lake an annua.l ·increase in the 
Cor.ununity' s global contribution ~o aid ~o the least-
·dc:veloped countries by 0.01% of th~ GDP of the ten Me:ober 
Stntcs; 
- .adopt deadlines so that all the Member States of the ,l~C reach 
th~ 0.7~ target they set themselves at 'the earliest possible 
. :· ·.. ,. .. 
r:lorJ.E:nt · 
. . ' '· f t ... ·. 
- 1tackle urgently the problem of the indebtedness of the 
dcvoloping countries by r~scheduling i~ and reducing it, 
priority being given to the least-developed countries; 
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inpro'. _. end ::;i.;::.·C?~.~.Gthen th0 system of short-term facilities i:. 
cor..n,.c~·-~ . .:m with the Ir1F' s offset financing arrAngements for foot, 
and est:<.(~li£:h r; proper systerJ. of facilities, again in the con-
text of the II'iJ.i', to help d~velopinc; countries deal \"lith their 
balA.nce of pnyments difficulties,' particularly those concerning 
enere,y; 
find o.r. early solution to tho·· re-establishment of the IDA, .,.rhile 
welcmJing tho ne;reement reached conc~rning the IFAD; 
'. 
ratify at an eo.rly date the agreement on the Com.Llon FU:Pd for 
Raw l'l<tt.e:cials flnd resume the suspended n'egotiations. on primary 
produ.L:ts as qtli~kly as possil>le o.nd speed up those designed to 
·· reach now agrer..:roE:nts on individual commodities; 
The i'ood si tua.tion in the ACI> States 
-------------------------.-----------
•; \ 
9. ·Notes "'rith concer·n ·that .. the foo·d situation i~ many ACP States is 
deteriorating, p:~rticula~·ly on the •• frican continent where there 
is a risk of incr8asingly serious famines; 
10. Emphasizes the particular situation.of some ACP States in· the 
· : Caribboan r.nd Pacific which are subject to extreme climatic 
conditions; 
11. Shares th~ view of tha OAU that the food crisis in Africa has 
been brought about by .the gro.dual ·destruction of :the balance 
between several fuctors - the physical. environment, popul~tion, 
·: . technoloe;y, social structures and systems - and that th~ 
situation has been aggravated in many cases by· political 
inst'ab:ili ty· and nrmed conflict; 
12. i~?·Ill'OVGs the guidelines of the Lagos Plan to b?ost ·e~onomic 
development in Africn and tndorses in particular the objectives 
and measures put forward in this Plan as top priorities to 
increase the level of food self-sUfficiency in I~frican countries 
by 1985; 
13. Considers that the Lagos Plan should be regarded as an essential 
frame of reference for the l.frican countries and the EEf. a..."ld 
therefore requests that projects ur.ccr the Conv~ntion ~~ Lom~ 
be closely coordinated with the programmes for which the Plan 
provides; nnturnlly, this coordination should ci'omplcoent other 
existing regional progra.rn.mos in the ACP States; 
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;,"·.::--J.:.:~l::.:·,trr-.1 a:.-.d r·\'.::'<11 devclo·•;me::lt 9.!~d. focc. s-cr.:l:ccr:ies 
-~----------------------------------------------------
14. Co.r:..:.oidc:J:3 tho[; l::hc dc:vc·:Lo]?mcnt ol' the: asricullural n.nd ::'U:.:'al 
~ c.:r. .. t o:r.-:... s.':oulcl. :l:!o Gi vc~l hich l"lriori ty \'li thin ov.::rall devo lop-
.[:j~Jnt ~roe:,ra.m:r.os in ever:' co:untry ruld rct;ion so as to meet t:h.e 
incr;~ac:i.nc:; fooC:. roquircnwnts of tho ACP States; 
l5· Ctr~'s:;os th<~t, :nndor tl1c~o ci:rcUJ:lcto.nces, there is a pressing 
need for indi.vi(~.nc.l count . .:oics to o.~opt apJ;ropriatc national 
food stra.tec:,ios; considers th~t s1:tch stratec;i~s, which con.:. 
sti tntc· firm ovid once o:f. the political will of each country 
·· c.oJ:.ccrnod, · should rrovidc a s.ound basis f.or close cooperation 
.. "oe".::\~ieen these countricc and the .. various sources of ..;;xtornc.l 
:!.G. 
· aic.; 
tJ::~~'l, t!"o stratC(.',iOS draNn Up at national level are 
dcs.icn(~d in such a '-lray t:h.at the various asl'lccts ~f the food 
pror.1lcml (production, rroccssir~;_:;· nnd marketinG of agricultural 
j~ro:~ucts, food. Bocuri.ty, prico-fixinu,) may be tackled in an 
orl~,l~·:iscd. and c. onsistent manner; stresses. t.l:::o ne~~ .for .. an 
·. o.de:qu:. l:o a~~a.wzmcn"t of. tho i:"ilp·act of individual national 
· atr~tn~ios at rccional level; 
17. _Is f.u.lly o.\'!aro th,:.t decisions rcbtins to ac_ricultural and 
rural devc1o~1ruont and food strate~:i:cs sl-:.o~id be taken by the 
ACP Statqs t::om::Jclvcs and that the achiovemont ·of these ob-
.)ecd.vcs .is to c. lo.rc;o extent depcndunt on the :prevai],.ine; 
18. 
. . ' 
systoJ:~ of economic rcl<~tions and intern~tional -crridc, the 
ccoLo:r,ic policies of industrializ.::d nc.tiom; and. tho tec~:nical 
and financial rusoul,ccs allocated by .. tho .lo.tt~r ·~9~").tri<?s 
l'o"· c:cv·;lopmcnt coopcratio:o., particulcrly_·:(.n the -;··I}i-foodstuffs 
sec t.o.r•; 
Calls n::::-gcntly in this connection 1rpon t:b..c individual countries 
, I I 
of tho z.ec and tht.:. C.:ol!lll).unity institutio:o.s to (;,ivc adequt.tc 
' : . . . 
fina:,:.cial and tec:r.nical support to the ACI' Statss in dra1:1inE; 
up and implcm<mtinc national food strategies; :!:lopes that the 
Co::rl.:i . .sGion of the ~~uropean Communities .\dll net only c,ivc 
direct supgort. in certain cases and mo.lcE:: every effort to ex-
pcc~i te ;?rocecl.urec but also coordinc.t...; tl:e su~,·~'o::-tinc; mcasur.::s 
to.l~c11 by indi:i.vidual .l"ieJ11b~J:' Sto.t-..s t::r..rqug!: systematic checks 
S.."ld c-.·n::;tant pooli.nc of 0xperience; 
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19. Consiu.crn that c0opcration 1)ctvrccn t~e fl,CP States and :i::EC 
in thl.s sec·l:or shou.ld involve, in particular: 
- sup~1ortin::::, efforts to introc~uce dcvt;lo:Qment models Hhich Hill 
., 
not ndv•~rsel~r e.f.fcct th~ structural coh~sion of the rural 
environment, 
- SE;:cl-:~nc; a balo.nco bct\·w-cn food procluctic;m for intcrr.al. re-
q~ir~rnqnts and t.:.:_,ri?Ultura:}. productir,n c1.estincd for C:>..1_)0rt; 
this reQ.uirc~ in particulc.r .:tn equitable prices l'olicy, 
' .. .: . ' 
- 'fostc:cin(~ the development of rural areas py means of ,inte-
·c;ratcd :f..ir.ocra.I:!."!'lcs t~l':.ich are dcsi3ned to ·expand craft tre1des 
'nnd D.f1,ricultul·ol processinr:; industries as vicll as :i.r::provu 
scrv:i..cN> and infro.structu~:-<.:s t•rith a vie>'V to preventins t.r_c 
mieration of the ropul~tion from the rural zones and the 
balanced grm·rth of ac,ric:ul ture and industry tb.:X:'ouc,hout the 
vrhole area; 
20. liequeot·::J that the EDJ..' and other financial instruments sot up by 
the 0onvontion of Iml6 t~ill talt:c account of these fundamental 
guideJincs \vhcn funds are nllocated for. o.gricultural and rural 
pro.;ects by maJ::inQ, a more thorout:;h appraisal than in the past 
I '· 
of the ii:lpact 'of tho proc..rru!UD.cs and acricul·rural and rural 
projects on the immediate economic und social environment, 
rcducinc, to a minimum the dcleys bet'l'rccn ·their formulo.tior. cmd 
implementation and ci,l.suri!l3 thc.'j; follo'l'r-u:p. action is better 
·planned; , . ·, 
21. Invit0s the AC:P-bEC Co~cil of Ninistors to consider the re-
sources ~wo.ilablc vii th a viev! to ir.creasins t:C.c o;.?pro:~rio.tic.ns 
allocated to and improvinb the efficiency of the intervention 
mcch~isms set uy in tho context of food security; ~~d in this 
connection to consid<-r the desirability of establishing a. 
special food security Fund for urecnt pro~rammcs and operations; 
22. Is convinced tho.t there is considerable .scope for rer;ional co-
operntion bet\-.recn U.o ACP St~tes in tl:e coo:cdination of n<:.tional 
nsricnlturo-:1 ;?rices policius' ini'ras·;;ructw:cs, n:ajor public· 
\..rorks procrammes, certain services uhich could be pooled, tho 
usc of certain resources and, in genera~, all t~onc projects 
\'Thic!'l 'l'rould be bc~-'on~ the moru1.s of t:tc .c.ountrioz individ.ually; 
- 9 -
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';nL.;r., -cl;.c: vievr rJ:.<1t ir. cort·?'.in c.o•.s0s the uutcr problc:n :::,uct be 
solved bofor-c any \JO:L'th\Jlciie mcuctl:i~os can be taken to e:.ssis-c 
/ 
rural (;cYelo;"Jm<:)li:: and cu~irantcc i'oocl sc~f-::mi:ficicncy o...11d thore-
!.or•J i.nvitu~; tl~c '\:,lpropri.l.tc Cor.ununity bodi<::s to e,ivc priprity 
to thl': com'litlc.l·;·,~t.ion o.C o.ll i·,rojccts clesi£:,ncd to overcome this 
problt:I1lj 
24. Cc~l~;id •Jr:J t hr.t :i.n ccrtc..in CD..SCS o.r.;,ro.rian r~form thc.t is tail-
ored to th~1 r;.;cd:~ of individual countrios is a.>J. essential 
pr,)-L'•!cl,,ibit: . .fen· rura.J J.e;vclopmcnt und un incr..:ase in pro-
d.uct io11; oml)h:l:.;izo's tl; .. ~t it 11rould ·~)U bcnoficial to orr;:<niz.c 
a n;y:.;t:e:n Of C'T.'Cdita for Ltt:;:dcul tUJ:'O that is C.E:C..recl tc :-;."'1.J.ll-
(l.C!l.10 :C::.J·mcr:.; in c1cve1o)inc:; count:cie . .s; lc.o]!es tho.t th0rc '.Jill 
'1::..: an ovorn1l i.1~::_::rovcmont in the structures bohreor. tho p:r:'o-
d.l~c L.on rU1d. c;or;r;m:lption sto.c,cs; 
25. Com;ide!.'s that tlJt> mobiJ ization of rural populations, one. tho 
pror:1otio:h and tru.nsformation of farming by farmers them .scl vcs 
can· be. D.chicved only ·on th'e basis of tho int"or::lal stimulus of 
. ' . 
structnr~s mdntainc:d and kept alive by tho villase co:m.r.lunitics 
them~:H.:l vcs; 
·26. ~tre:.::r;~::z that ru:r.·(~l popul"'-tions o.nd ;~reducers must be directly 
invoJ ved :i.n dr·aw:i.ns up and implementinG dcvulopment :1tog,rDLl.ID.os, 
' . . ' 
due respect ·ll(;):inp, l'aid to tho socio--cultural environment; 
points out tho.t UGricultura.l workers~· organization's ~1d co-
oper.etivcs have played a crucial role in brint;ing .tho different 
. . . . .. 
sectors tot..othu:c; emphu.cizos further that NGOs have been :pro-
minent in dcvisinc and inplcJ-.t.m.tine rur.a.l dc.V:olo.pnc.:nt._pmj.ects 
'~·t: ·c,l'acs root~ lvvel' ancl hop<;s thc.t they will bff b<"t;t:e~ ·~ 
c•;ui:,:;:l·:;d and t·,i'·On r.torc_ funds to enable thCJ'l to cut throu::!,h 
rcd-t~~c·an0 cxt~nd the snhcre of co-fin~1cin~; 
27. I?ccalls the paramount importanc0 of r(.seurch o.nd of t:r:'D.ining, 
cducntion ru1d information projects so that the popul~tion of 
tho .:~cl- :.:>t'at·cs may utilize scientific findin~s more efficiently 
and t::1~ · j._cp Lto.t<.;s usc local toc~miques and mukc a judicious 
selection of o.pp:r.o;_)riat~: tochnoloc;ics; c.::.lls on the Comi•mnity 
to ·s_:.;cp up its offol ts to l'romote S)QCinl l)rotr.:ur.rn:cs w!lich must 
be carried ·out as ur as possi blc in the ~CP Etates, . and to tako 
stool: of reseu:.cch undertcl::cn in the ;field of human cmd. soc!.al 
sciences in the universities ru1d similar institutions within 
the • .!.l~C I1cl'Llb<.r Gtatcs, in particular research v1i th v1hich J..CF 
resear-ch staff have been ossociatcd o.:nd vlhich has a direct or 
indircc·t: impact on the vroblom of :.n:~.lnutritil')!1. 1:<1 ;:::,sure tho.t 
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the resuH::; of sud: :··..;sco.rch nre dictribu-ceC. nnd turned t;:, the 
n<lX:j.rJun c.. l<. :::1tae;c o !' all .ACP States ; 
28. E~t_;~i·~c.sizos t:1r1t rc~ka . .rch and. trninin5 must, in t~v;; first instance, 
be corric.d out or.~. thL: spot and nu'~t take.. better nccoun.t of 
difi't':rent local cor:J:Junities nnd their individual dcvolopmont needs 
so c.s to e:nsure in particular th~e.t agronomic rest..~ch is always 
~enr~d tov~rds prnctic~l applications; 
29. C<-4lls for the im::(:diote establishment of the 1 Tcchnico.l Ccr.t:::-e 
for ;·,.gricnJ.turc-1 r.tncl Rural CoopcrJ.tion' laid. do1t1n. in l.rticle: 88 
of the Cor.vcntion oJ' Lor.16 e.nd hopes that by libc::.'nlly. intcr-
p:·ctinc; i\.n:lclc U1,, :;}w C<mtrc \·rill contribute to the proootion 
o::· a(?;rono::1ic r.;r-.c:J.r:ch in t.ht; ACP State~> and tho Co::J::;unity r,.r"'d 
i.;,; tin) ei'i<.;...:t.iVt; Cc.''··'}!i)ratio:l oetw.;cn th0~0 oociios nnd rc:swarch 
in:.;titut0s; 
3(). C3J.lf3 upon both the ACP and the EEC authorities to ensure thnt 
this Techr.ical Cont:r.o for i~e;ricul turnl and Rural Cooperation, 
initinlly l>rtscd on a 1 transmission antenna', in Brussels, should 
be located in the ACP countries and ensure the practica~. application 
of agronomic research on:..:t.he-spot; 
31. Points out that in the sphore of technicc.l and finnncio.l aid 
there is a· prcssiL'lf::; need for closer cooperation betw'een on the 
one hE>..nd, tho JiEC, . thfJ rlember States ~md thEJ .il.CP States and, 
on the other, the organizations and funds that have a 
specit:.lize:d lmowl(~dge of the ngricul tur::rl and rural sector; 
§~£~!~~~-2f_f£££_~~E2!~~~-~~~-f~2~-~~~ 
32. S·,:-rt:ss;.;s ~hut the ACl:' States themselves should be involved in 
i::-::;11 ~.Glcr.tine: plnns to guarnntco sectl.rity of fc:od. sup;li'JS l.ly 
s,;<.L.:·.~.;::: up n:1tior.rtl rc~;..Jrves, ra1;idly tt.onstructing storc.ge 
;f-;cili tics, ir:::provi!Lc; r•JS<;rvc stock m:m~:.;er.wm; and p:rovid.i.r.g 
be;ttcr forl'CC\EJtin(~ and ~tro.rnine; ~ystems; • r , • 
1 
• , • , ~ 
~3. Notos with satisfuction that debates within the European 
Purlianent and in the ACP-EEC context have resulted in new 
criteria for Communit;y food uid and, in purticular, a 
rcco~mcnd~tion that food aid n~st be link~d to S?Ccific rur~l 
develop~cnt projects nnd progrt,JLJJ.es and ~mst :help the ACP States 
to increase tho level of their self-aufficiency in food; 
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;4. Not.P.:J thc>.t i:ha Cour.cil c£ Mirlistors of tl:e :LJ:;;C t.'-'s E:.¢:..•eeci in 
pr.i.nciple j.:c.· P-t>to.blishinc, o. J;,ul tio.nnual food. <::.id ~:::.-o;r:::.:::.me 
tLr,t could >c llDed. 'to :;et Up re:.:;erve stocks o.nd C2.llS for c~rly 
action to !:->e t;alwn on th~s..: recorrun.:ndatj.ons; 
r • 
35. Note~; tll.:ti ~:Le c~J.'~e.J.r,; c~ctor of the Corm.unity.food 'aid pro-
~ro.rr.IIiOS io.r :JC361 ll.:\D been incr·ea.sed; con.siderz tho.t ins\'f-
ficient pr o~r<'H:ci h.:,:.; bl:'en mndc.; in .\!it.l.ej:inc; the ro.n;:,;e of pro-
dnctc Jll'o·v:i.d.ed c.s food o.id and hop~s tl~<Jt I:lore .:f.'requem; usc 
wlll be m •. :de of 1 three-way tranco.ction:::;' ; 
.36. Culls U'!)On t:ho Commi.:.:.:;ion of the I . .EC to E.nsure thC!t · rion·- · 
t,o\'.:· .. ~:··nen·:.:tl or.:;<:·:izations eM po.rtici)~".te directly in the8e 
diversi.:.ied .food o.id proc;raromeo; 
37. LU})por~r3 the E~;C •:.:; rnove to set up a special food aid pro6rar;l!;l.e 
to be ·uHed first nnd foremost for t~~ loast-d~~cl~pe~ 
countrieu, i nc> ... lttding. a 'number of' ACP State:s; 
38. Approvor-. in purtj_euJ.o.r the decision un(~cr this. proc.;ra::::rr.e to 
ea ... ·roLcC'l: ll.'O, OOQ tonnes of cereal::; for the ener~,8nc;:.r food 
rei:iorv~, Which zne;;.a::; that the tar:5ets set ih 1977 can at 
. .. . . . 
lons l<'~r.t be c.cU.eved; 
39.· Hopes that the world eroer~cncy food reserve wilY be main~ain~d 
-aDd, if posGiblc, incroasc:d; calls further for tl:e various 
omorsor~cy muasurcs to 1bo coord~nictud as effectively as 
j)OSSil)l,); 
4·0. C~:C.ls f· ·1· n .s::}ccj.u:l initiativo to bv taken in ord.er to pro-
v.ido aieL to thor.~c countries ooli.:::,cll tn lJ. .. ~-.:;.~ t:· .. :; o·1~~cicr.. of 
• : • 0 • • 
acc·o:nmod:.tinc; la.rr..c nurr..be;r·z of rcfuLccs, to :-,..;lp th..:z to cop-.J 
wi th the j.JlllllOdirltc food roquira.twl:ts and on&'blc thcrr: to carry 
out.· .. rehnbili tat ion :;:,rojccts; · 
'': 
41. Condemns the f;a:i lu:.:e of· noc;o·~L~ti,on,$. for a ncv! inter-· 
ncr:tiom\l HhOc1t ;a~rccmcnt; co.lls on tho Commu::i ty and the 
' ·~· " M.dt~,bor ..>·.cutes ~o do l·'h.nt thc.y co.n r:o .. thE\t nvcotiatior:.·.3 arc 
resumed ~:3 sop~ ac poosibl0 and :-:.op~~; ·tl:.nt th.::~·e t·rill bo a 
clear po:).itic<.tl 'Hill_ to brir,t;. them ;to. a £t:.ccc.ssful cor..-
clusion; 
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• 
'+2. Calls upon ~~llc EEC to take a 1nore active part ~n the various 
mul tilat..:r;.t1 negotiations in tho different fora and stresses 
oucc moru the need for the Community to accede to the 
Intcrnutiouc·.l Sugar Agreement; 
·'+3. Ct~lls upor. tb.e ACP-:EEC Council of Ministers to speed up the 
stud;)' of w:.y~> of mootint3 tho ACP States' request that 
o.v~.ilublt:: nt:.J•:.cultur·al products .be uade available on a regular 
b:~.sj s nnd on preferential terms; 
IT4. Scl.'0Sses 1:1w nued to take account of the increasing significance 
of freight rutcs o.nd insurance charges in thE: cost of food 
:"2:·orts; 
l.i 5. HOj_'lC:::: th<Jt the prest:nt ref oro of the com:1on agricultural policy 
will be coupl(:;tod, o.ccount being taken of the objectivE-s of 
Co:n.1mmity dcvolopmcnt cooperation policy, and that. as a result 
the r.cvised cor.won ac;ricul turnl policy will nean tighter 
cor·~trol of Colillilunity production in individual product sectors, 
to.J7ine; account of the trends in world demo.ria. and the 
nc;ricul tur:..,J. situnti on in all the developing countries, and in 
p.::.r·ticul~1.r in the ACP States; 
L+G. Del.l~l~ids th.'lt the Cor.ununi ty m::trkct be kept open for agricultural 
exports fr01;1 the ACI> States nnd that the: EEC draws up appropriate 
!:•ccht•nisLlfl :md strategies with a view to stapilizing supplies 
of ae;:ric'.ll turnl products to the ACP States; 
L~?. Str~:sses that food aid must not be deteroined by political 
frctors and condo::ms the idee thnt it might be_ used to 
' . 
d:.sc~~iui.n~tt<.J ut;o.ir.st porticule.r cou.'1tries or to apply politic3.l 
r:.~essure; 
1;.8. In the light 0i' the positive experience of the ad hoc working 
par·Ly rmd the nE:ed to tC~.ke i:tll!lediate r.nd practical action on its 
analyses n.nd proposals, decides to maintain the working party 
and instructs it to define, in liaison with the Bureau of the 
Joint Cotl!Uitt~:...:, the most eff~;;;ctive ways r-L'1d means· of reviewing 
the application of the reconnendntions contait.ed in tho rc.otion 
for a resolution and, Rt' the so..mc time, to pursue consideration 
and o.ction in this priority sector of .ACP-EEC cooperation; 
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'+'). CetUS for. this rcr;olution rmd thE: re:port drnvm up by 
M::.· PE'RBARO to be forwardo::.:d to the ACP-}:EC Coun(!il o:f 
Ministers, the ACP Committee of ;~.nbassadors and the 
Cvuncil and Commission of the Europenn Co!:$Lunitics. 
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B EXPLANA'fORY STATEMENT 
--------~--~- ~~--------
A 
1. Statistics on world hun~er are well known, but it is worth recalling 
some of the most disturbing data: 
- the number of human beings who do not get enough to eat is - depending 
on the definition of 'enough' - from 500 million to 1300 million; 
- more than half of these are children who as a result of malnutrition 
suffer irreparable bodily and mental damage (each year 250 thousand 
children become blind from lack of vitamin A); 
- one third of all the children born in the developing countries die 
before reaching the age of five from undernourishment and related diseases. 
2. Hunger, in the sense of chronic undernourishment of the poorest sections 
of the world's population, is an aspect of the more general problem of under-
development and a dramatic manifestation of the deepening imbalances between 
the industrialized countries and the developing countries (DCs). 
Many studies have been, and are sti~l being carried out on mass malnutri-
tion, its causes and its relationship to poverty and underdevelopment. In 
recent times, especially, there have been many declarations, initiatives and 
appeals. There is fairly widespread agreement in principle as to measures 
that are necessary and possible. 
3. In particular there is growing consensus on some essential points: 
3.1 The fight against poverty and hunger must be made a basic priority factor 
in any new development strategy. 
3.2 If this task is to be adequately accomplished, the purely 'aid' approach 
must be abandoned in favour of efforts to restructure agricultural 
production processes completely (not least by helping to bring new land 
into cultivation) in the context of agrarian reforms tailored to the 
conditions in the countryside of the different developing regions. 
It is becoming increasingly obvious that aid policies are inadequate, 
not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively. Aid is needed, indeed 
it should be substantially increased. 
oriented towards structural measures. 
But above all it must be re-
We must nevertheless recognize that aid policies have been, and will 
continue to be, subject to intrinsic limitations as long as nothing 
changes in the system within which they are pursued, a system of economic 
and political relations based on inequality and dominated by the most 
powerful countries and the big multinational concerns. It is the system 
which must be transformed if we mean to combat effectively hunge~ and 
poverty in the Third World. 
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3.3 The weapon of choice in this struggle, as the World Food Council has 
suggested, is the adoption of national food strategies. 
It is in this context that the concept of integrated rural development, 
has been evolving with the basic objective of increasing production, 
improving farming incomes, promoting employment and satisfying the 
basic needs of rural populations. 
The essential factors of integrated rural development constitute a co-
ordinated set of measures to promote technological and economic progress, 
social advancement, institutional reform and better information and 
education of the rural masses. 
3.4 The developing countries must undertake a tremendous effort to increase 
their own agricultural output, by deciding for themselves which options 
will best secure the achievement of this objective with the long-term 
aim of reaching self-sufficiency in food supplies. 
The effort should be supported by suitable cooperation measures from 
the economically more advanced countries in the areas of science, 
technology and finance. 
In addition, international action is indispensable to: 
- first, eliminate those obstacles which penalize the agriculture 
of the DCs (especially the poorest among them and those most 
severely hunger-stricken) compared with the protected agricultures 
of the industrialized countries, 
- secondly, create an effective world system for the security of food 
supplies. 
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B 
THE FOOD PROBLEM AND THE NORTH-SOUTH DIALOGUE 
4. Everyone is clear that the problem of hunger and of undernourishment is 
so serious that it can only be solved within the framework of a global strategy. 
An example of its gravity is provided by the forecasts of the demand 
for grains in the next few years. It is estimated that by the end of 1981 
reserve stocks will be not quite 14% of world consumption, in other words, 
well below the 18% which the FAO regards as the minimum for food security. 
It is expected that costs will rise owing to increased cultivation of marginal 
land and spreading use of technology dependent on energy, the price of which 
is constantly rising. At the same time, expenditure on cereal imports by 
the DCs, which had already risen from 3,800 million dollars to 17,000 million 
dollars between 1972 and 1978, could be well over 50,000 million dollars by 
1985. The proportion of food self-supply is in fact shrinking at such a 
rate that, unless the trend is reversed, grain deficits of the order of 
~GO million tonnes can be expected in 1985. 
5. Does this mean, therefore, that we must look to a huge food crisis in 
the next five years? The appeals launched last spring by the FAO for action 
to fill the shortages already forecast for the latter months of this year 
suggest that the answer to this dramatic question must be in the affirmative. 
Nothing good is to be expected of the deteriorating world political situation, 
since it is inconceivable that problems of this scope could be solved in the 
oppressive climate of international tension. 
Moreover, political instability and the mushrooming of points of strain -
themselves precisely the result of failure to respond to the problems of develop-
ment and of the new world economic order - prompt an armaments race now swallowing 
up over 500,000 million dollars each year, into which the DCs are also drawn 
and by which they are divided, weakened and rendered ever less capable of 
coping with their own difficulties. 
It is therefore not surprising that in these circumstances aid for the 
agricultural development of the DCs is shrinking instead of growing. 
Public bilateral and multilateral aid barely supplies 50% of the amount of 
12,000 million dollars envisaged in the Brandt ~eport to secure a 4% annual 
growth of agriculture in the DCs. 
6. 1981 was to be the year of the 'global' North-South dialogue but, 
because of the disagreements which occurred during the United Nations 
Special ·Aasa~blyconccrning the nature nnd form that these negotiations 
should take, they could not be stnrtcd at the time for vvhich they were 
originally scheduled. 
It was only at the end of sum,1Gr, at the Paris Confe:Lence convened by 
the UN to deul with the r.1os·::. j?rGssi~:;i probler.1s of the less-advanced countries, 
tl1at there began to a·J?pear a slight possibility of easing l.'l"orth-Soutn relations 
which hac rer:laine<'! p:o:ac·::.ically deaG.locked up to tl1at 'cime. 
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However, the most promising sign of improvement was provided by the 
outcome of the Cancun Meeting of 22-23 October 1981. In view of the level 
of agreement reached between the 22 countries taking part, there is some 
hope that negotiations will be restarted in 1982, under the auspices of the 
UN. Even if all the obstacles to these negotiations have still not been 
overcome, nevertheless the rather pessimistic view of some months ago is 
gradually giving way to a feeling of cautious optimism. 
7. But apart from the progress of international negotiations, your rapporteur 
feels that some conclusions are inescapable: 
(a) the problem of development today no longer means the problem of the under-
developed countries, but the problem of the world economic crisis; 
(b) if this is so, it follows that the priority problems faced by every 
country in every part of the world are: 
- how to plan a redistribution of resources and of investments, 
- how tp promote a new system of trade and a different international 
division of labour, 
- how to provide for the joint use of the resources of science and 
technology so as to be able to resolve, or at least to contain, the 
explosive problem of the ratio between available resources and a 
growing population; 
(c) we must bear in mind that all this inevitably implies a shift and a 
readjustment of the old patterns of power which have been made obsolete 
by the appearance of new historic agents on the world scene. 
8. The new and unprecedented feature of the global negotiations is that 
they establish collective dealings that encompass different aspects of 
international relations (the food situation, energy, finances and debts, 
international trade, raw materials and manufactured products), with a view 
to creating a greater degree of economic stability and security in the 
world and engendering climate of international cooperation. 
There is no need to point out the extent to which Europe is interested 
in the success of this new approach to these problems. At the economic 
level, Europe is an open system (far more open than other large areas in 
'competition') and it is therefore quite vulnerable. At the general 
political level, it runs the risk of being crushed by the conflict between 
the two world super powers. It is therefore in Europe's interest to play 
a more active and positive role in promoting research into a new economic 
order of this kind which appears to be one of the basic preconditions for 
relaxing international tension. 
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The European Community, as such, did not take part in 
the Cancun Meeting. However, it can play an important role in 
global negotiations as, in this sphere too, it can find a more satisfactory 
response to its internal tensions, while the establishment of new North-
South relations will, without doubt, encourage and enhance cooperation 
between the EEC and the OCs (and primarily with the ACP countries), thereby 
overcoming the delays and obstacles which are criticized on all sides. 
9. We should not, of course, wait until the global negotiations are 
completed before responding positively to the expectations of those whose 
own difficulties are multiplying day by day. The negotiations are primarily 
concerned with controversial international aid to development, which is 
contracting rather than expanding. 
In Paris it was strongly argued that 0.15% (of the GOP of the rich 
countries) should go to the less-advanced countries, according to a 
clearly defined scale of priorities. In the meantime, there have been 
calls for definite deadlines so that the present commitments can be met and 
the more general target of 0.7% reached as soon as possible. 
At the level of multilateral aid, the Commission has proposed 
increasing its own contributions annually by a sum equal to 0.01% of the 
GOP of the 10 Member States. 
One could argue that this is very little compared with requirements. 
However, if these commitments were honoured - and everyone should take 
action to ensure that they are - this would constitute a positive step 
forward compared to the present inertia. It would be even worse to look 
to the outcome of the global negotiations as a kind of 'final solution' 
to the problems of development which, on the contrary, have to be dealt 
with and resolved on a day-to-day basis. 
The extremely severe financial position of the OCs is another reason 
for not waiting. 
10. Swept by inflation, convulsed byoil price rises and monetary ~heavals, 
tens upon tens of the OCs are sinking from an already precarious situation 
into one that is simply untenable. The overall indebtedness of the OCs, 
already well over 400,000 million dollars, will soon exceed 500,000 million. 
Backed by sufficient political resolve, the role of Community Europe 
could prove decisive, particularly in the important function of intermediary 
in the recycling of oil surpluses towards general development purposes. 
A first step to demonstrating such resolve might be the outright cancel-
lation of the debts of the countries concerned (in particular those parts 
of their indebtedness which are backed by public guarantees, with priority 
to the most disadvantaged debtors). 
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11. As regards commodities, efforts must be made in the various international 
fora to speed up negotiations which are still in suspense, particularly those 
within UNCTAD concerned with the integrated programme for commodity price 
stabilization. 
After the conclusion of the agreement on the Common Fund, negotiations 
must be speeded up for the conclusion of new international agreements on 
individual commodities and a resolute effort made to reverse the present tendency 
not only for negotiations of this type to stall, but indeed for the industrialized 
countries to show little eagerness to renew existing agreements as they expire. 
This is all the more necessary because the corresponding mechanisms under 
the Lome Convention {STABEX and Sismin), interesting and imaginative as they 
are, have limited practical scope and, unless they are integrated in a broader 
context, may lose even more of their real usefulness. 
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c 
THE NATURE AND CAUSES OF THE FOOD CRISIS IN AFRICA 
12. According to data supplied by the EEC Commission in a recent study, 
available food supplies (in calories) in all the ACP countries amount to 
97% of requirements. 
While the Caribbean-Pacific area's food supplies cover the requirements 
comfortably (108%), those in sub-Saharan Africa, at 93.6%, barely meet the 
need. 
Similarly, agricultural output - both taken as a whole and in crop 
growing (cereals and tubers) - is rising in the Caribbean-Pacific, but de-
creasing in sub-Saharan Africa. 
The seriousness of the food crisis in Africa thus requires that special 
attention and special efforts be devoted to the situation of African countries-
signatories of the Lome Convention. 
13. Because of the imbalance between food output and population growth, 
the annual percapita rate of food production in Africa has fallen on average 
by 0.7% during the 1960s. This drop was aggravated in the next decade, 
reaching an average annual rate of 1.6%. All rational estimates indicate 
that the situation will become still worse in the 1980s. 
Despite massive increases in food imports, the average African citizen 
finds it much harder today to obtain the food he needs than he did less 
than ten years ago. 
And this takes no account of exceptional circumstances, such as droughts, 
which ever more often cause shortages so acute as to inflict unheard of 
suffering on the people and sometimes lead to the econom~~ death of entire 
regions. 
14. Any approach to the problems of hunger, as also of shortages and of 
uncertainty of food supplies, in Africa must take as its point of departure 
the fact that these problems are closely linked with that of poverty. 
Poverty is the principal reason for the chronic nutritional deficiencies: 
it is the poor families and the poor social classes that suffer shortages or 
starvation. 
Any attempt to draw up effective food strategies or food policies must therefore, 
first of all, be incorporated in an overall effort to eliminate poverty by 
substantially increasing incomes and ensuring a better income distribution. 
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15. According to the analysis of the causes of hunger in Africa contained in the. 
joint OAU/FAO document presented at the recent OAU meeting in Addis Ababa, 
the food crisis in Africa is a consequence of the gradual destruction of the balance 
of the following factors: 
- the physical environment (unfavourable climatic conditions aggravated by the 
results of human activity), 
-population (rapid growth; rural exodus), 
- technology (insufficient spread of appropriate production techniques; post-
harvest losses; inadequate market structures and transport systems), 
social structures and systems (land tenure; the role of the traditional 
community). 
In addition, as the document points out, other factors compound the disrup-
tion of this balance: 
- certain government policies and strategies which have ignored the rural 
areas; inappropriate price-fixing policies; favoured treatment of export 
crops to the disadvantage of crops grown for home consumption; 
- lack of political stability and the presence of armed conflicts. 
16. Acute food shortages in Africa have in many cases been caused by drought. 
The frequency of this natural disaster varies considerably between 
different African regions, being obviously higher in the arid zones, where 
rainfall is generally insufficient and irregular, while evaporation losses 
are high. Droughts develop gradually, starting with abnormally low rainfall 
over a period of a year or two, which is enough to cause total crop failure 
if the dry season lasts more than one year. 
But cllmate alone, severe though it may be, does not account for the 
recurring droughts and food shortages to which the devastations wrought 
by man have contributed by thoroughly damaging the ecosystem. 
17. The average rate of population growth is around 3% p.a., but in urban 
centres - to which the young people and the most dynamic members of the 
labour force are drawn from the countryside - the annual rate of increase 
is over 10%. 
At the same time, as already mentioned, per capita food output is falling 
by nearly 2% a year, and the per capita income is also decreasing. 
While the population growth in itself poses a serious challenge, the 
rapid pace of urbanization and the rural exodus lead to further dereliction 
of huge areas that formerly lived by what was essentially subsistence farming. 
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18. Africa's food problems are also due to insufficient dissemination of im-
proved farming techniques for the large-scale production of food crops. 
Productivity in Africa for the main food crops is among the lowest in 
the world, and to this must be added a high level of post-harvest losses 
(c·~.;timated <II· about 10'A for c0rcals, between 20~. and 30% for root crops and 
tubers and higher still for fruit and vegetables). 
Apart from inadequate storage systems, there are the inadequacies of 
transport and marketing, while industries for the processing of agro-foodstuffs 
locally have barely made a start. 
19. The social structures of Africa are in the process of rapid change. 
In very many places common ownership of land has been replaced by individual 
private tenure, the traditional system of communal granaries is disappearing, 
the feeling of solidarity and security engendered by holding land in common 
is being lost. 
The break-up of this equilibrium - which has proceeded to different extents 
in different parts of the African continent - has inevitably affected agricul-
tural productivity and, more generally, the capacity to satisfy the nutritional, 
socio-economic and also cultural needs of the peasant masses (although it should 
be remembered that it has never been proved that traditional farming can provide 
the long-term answer to the problems of agricultural development). 
20. The deteriorating food situation and the growing threat of famine in 
Africa can also be laid at the door of certain governmental policies or particular 
development strategies which have concentrated on the production of export 
crops rather than food for domestic consumption. 
In this way, the best land has been turned over to commercial crops, 
proceeds from which have not, however, secured adequate incomes for the small 
farmers. Not to mention the fact that crops of this type are vulnerable 
to world market fluctuations. 
Inappropriate price-fixing policies have, moreover, often resulted in 
inadequate food supplies to the urban population (as well as preventing the 
building up of sufficient food reserves), while to the farmers they have not 
proved a strong enough incentive to increase output and productivity. 
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21. The insufficiency and insecurity of food supplies to which a large part of 
Africa's population is subject have been dramatically aggravated by the numerous 
political conflicts, not infrequently degenerating into armed struggle, which 
the continent has seen in recent years. Not only have production and distribution 
of food been adversely affected, but there has arisen a refugee problem of 
unprecedented dimensions. The number of refugees is estimated today at some 
4 million and they represent a further strain on the fragile resources, including 
the food resources, of the host countries. 
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D 
THE LAGOS PLAN 
22. The Lagos Plan adoptf!d in April 1980 by the Conference of the Heads of 
State and of Government of the OAU constitutes an organic complex of measures 
aimed at relaunching economic development throughout the African continent. 
Part One of the Plan, which gives top priority to the problems of food 
supplies and agriculture sets out the conditions which would enable Africa 
to regain food self-sufficiency relatively quickly. 
The target proposed for the period 1980-85 is an acceptable level of 
self sufficiency in cereals, in the products of stock-farming and of fisheries. 
Priority measures are recommended to: 
- achieve a substantial reduction of post-harvest losses, 
- appreciably increase the security of food supplies, 
- ensure sustained growth of food output, espeically of tropical cereal crops. 
The Plan also recommends that special attention should be given to diversi-
fication in agriculture. 
23. Urgent measures are recommended for eachofthese areas and the Pbn lays 
down intermediate targets. 
(a) Thus, as regards product losses, the measures proposed should reduce 
by a half the current levels of post-harvest losses. 
(b) In the area of ~~urity of food supplies, the African countries should 
in the first instance endeavour to set up national strategic reserves (equal 
to about 10% of their total food output) by: rapidly constructing storage 
facilities, setting aside reserves of cereals, improving reserve stock management, 
and providing better forecasting and warning systems. 
The Plan further recommends the setting up of an African food assistance 
organization as well as the conclusion of sub-regional food pacts similar 
to that already in existence for the Sahel region. 
(c) The agr~cultural production system should be based on agrarian reform 
programmes tailored to the political and social conditions of each country, 
while better organization of production - which would require appropriate 
measures, notably in the areas of economic and social policy and of participation -
should play a leading role in the growth of output and productivity in African 
agriculture. 
The Plan also envisages the establishment of regional distribution and 
trans?ort organizations. 
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{d) As regards the immediate objective of improving the quality and quantity 
of food croes {cereals, fruits, tubers, oilseeds, legumes, etc.) with the aim 
of replacing a considerable part of the imports of these products, the Plan 
recommends measures ranging from intensive utilization of all combinations 
of the factors of production to altering the techno-economic structures, the 
development of cooperatives, irrigation projects, soil conservation and con-
servation of water resources, better utilization of manual implements and 
of animal traction, the construction of a network of small infrastructures, 
etc. All these are envisaged as relying primarily on voluntary participation 
on the principle of self-sufficiency. 
{e) In the sector of stock-raising, the Plan provides for the establishment 
of sub-regional centres, for the use of abattoirs, for the development of 
poultry and small-animal farming, together with a series of measures for the 
health-protection of livestock, for selective breeding, for the development 
of pasturage and of infrastructures. 
{f) for fisherie~, the target is to increase the annual catch from African 
waters by one m1llion tonnes by 1985. 
{g) Finally, on E~ic~nd incomes po]icx, the Plan recommends to all the 
States to draw up and implement effective and consistent policies that will 
ensure that the pricing of agricultural produce provides a sufficient incentive 
to farmers - especially small farmers - to increase the output of food crops, 
while nevertheless protecting the interests of the poorest consumers. 
The Plan calls for maximum effort to reduce the growing gap between rural 
and urban incomes, as well as the disparities existing between different social 
strata in the countryside and between prosperous and disadvantaged areas. 
24. The Lagos Plan undoubtedly represents a most important attempt to find 
a coordinated solution to problems, the scale of which calls not only for 
very considerable financial resources, but, first and foremost, for a strong 
political will to act. 
The financial commitment required was estimated for the period 1980-1985 
at 21,400 million dollars {at 1979 prices), broken down as follows: 2,400 
million for the elimination of losses, 1,000 million for security of food 
supply programmes, 14,600 for the improvement of food-growing, 3,400 for 
forestry products. 
As much in its qualitative as in its quantitative aspects, the Lagos 
Plan should become a fundamental standard of reference both for the ACP countries 
and the EEC. It is a matter of urgent necessity to coordinate with the 
objectives and measures proposed in the Plan the programmes and measures planned 
under the Lome Convention, primarily to prevent what would be a preposterous 
dispersion of effort and initiative that could only further reduce the efficacy 
of the already meagre resources with which the war on hunger and poverty is 
today waged. 
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ROLE OF THE EEC AND ACP 
25. The European Community and the ACP countries have at their disposal 
a wide range of instruments which they can employ to play a specific role 
in the fight against hunger. The present report restricts itself to a 
few of these instruments - the Lome Convention and food aid in particular -
and also deals with certain matters relating to the revision of the common 
agricultural policy. 
26. The Lome Convention as a whole has a direct or indirect impact on 
rural development (STABEX is an example that immediately springs to mind), 
but Title IV - in which the objectives and means of increasing and improving 
agricultural output and rural development are defined - and chapter XII of 
Title VII - important primarily for the principle of active participation 
by the local community - are specifically concerned with agricultural and 
rural development. 
Not just within the EEC-ACP context, but to a certain extent everywhere, 
the Lome Convention is generally looked upon as a useful and positive 
agreement which provides a standard of reference for North-South relations. 
There is without doubt some truth in this. However, your rapporteur 
thinks it would be useful to recall the detailed criticism made in the 
final part of Commissioner Pisani's speech to the Consultative Assembly 
in Luxembourg in September 1981. The Commissioner said, and your rapporteur 
shares his views, that the widespread approval enjoyed by the Lome Con-
vention and its principal instruments, which in a sense appeases our 
consciences, should not prevent us from seeing what improvements could 
be made. From this point of view, there must be continued critical research 
into the operation of Lome II, with an eye to the chan,ges which will need 
to be made to Lome III. 
To this end, the present report will briefly examine a number of 
areas in the light of the critical appraisal called for by the Commissioner 
for Development. 
27. According to general statistical data, which require more detailed 
confirmation, 40% of the EDF funds are allocated to agricultural and 
rural projects. 
First, it is necessary to examine more closely how many of these 
projects arc devoted to producing food for local people, thus coming under 
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the more general category of action to promote food self-sufficiency and 
agricultural developments designed to achieve that objective, and second, 
how many projects are ultimately concerned with increasing the volume 
of produce destined for export. 
There should therefore be continuous and periodic monitoring of the 
state of progress in planning and implementation of projects in hand, 
coupled with detaLled evaluations of past experiences in this field, 
particularly in the light of criticisms which have been expressed on the 
European and ACP side, such as that: 
the interval between completion of plans and the implementation of a 
project is almost invariably too long; 
in assessing different projects, their overall economic and social 
impact is often left out of account; 
in general, follow-up plans on a project, once it has been completed, 
are lacking. 
28. In addition to these brief criticisms concerning the ESF's activities, 
it should be pointed out that more important criticisms have been levelled 
from various sides at the 'project approach' which has so far constituted 
the principal form of action. 
Negative past experiences suggest that, especially in the agricultural 
sector, a global approach is needed along the lines of 'integrated rural 
development', already referred to, as part of a country's or region's overall 
economic development. In this way, individual projects can be prevented from 
ending up as white elephants which cannot really promote development without 
being directly combined or integrated with other projects. 
The underlying common factor in individual projects, each of which 
can be implemented according to its own timetable and methods, is to be 
found in the adoption of national food strategies which, in their turn, 
should fit into the general pattern of socio-economic planning and 
programming for development. 
If they are to be effective, national food strategies must be defined 
and implemented according to certain requirements, spelt out as follows 
by the DCs and some of their official representatives: 
food strategies should not follow lines suggested or dictated by 
foreign interests, but should be closely linked to the actual conditions 
of different countries, thereby guaranteeing effective participation by 
the rural masses and producers in their implementation; 
the international community can certainly make a useful contribution 
in defining certain broad criteria, but it cannot take the place of the 
governments and local communites; 
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strategies which call for structural measures within the DCs must be 
accompanied by wider-reaching measures involving structural changes 
in the international food market. 
There should be unequivocal support for the UN recommendation which 
states that development aid should not be conditional on the existence of 
these strategies, since daily human needs have to be met immediately while 
it may require some time before these new instruments can be implemented. 
29. The Council of the European Communities has recently decided to 
provide financial and technical support for the national food strategies 
of those ACP countries that intend to draw up and implement them. This is 
a new and important Community principle which should be put into effect as 
soon as possible. 
So far, about ten ACP countries have drawn up such an instrument. 
Of these, only one is in a position to proceed, early in 1982, to the 
second planning stage, which is the phase of actual implementation. 
Food strategies are implemented by means of a kind of 'sponsorship' 
system between individual countries of the EEC and the country of the 
ACP region concerned. The Commission has taken over the sponsorship of 
two strategies, one in the Caribbean and the other in South-East Africa. 
In your rapporteur's view, the main points that need to be made here 
are as follows: 
first, it is certainly to be hoped that procedures will be speeded up 
and experience broadened; 
second, it is also to be hoped that the Community will coordinate 
these activities as closely as possible - even if individual countries 
can carry them out quite efficiently - so as to avoid the possible 
creation of 'influential regions'. 
The Commission's recent proposals to establish a 'task force' to 
guarantee the mobilization of necessary resources and better use of all 
available means seem to be on those lines and should therefore be supported. 
The problem here is, as elsewhere, translating theory into practice: 
in other words, declarations alone, no matter how appealing they may be, 
are not enough, positive action is needed instead. 
30. One sector where there is a need for concrete action is that of regional 
cooperation. This is also in danger of becoming a white elephant, for 
regional cooperation is often referred to but hardly ever put into practice. 
Flrst, a clear definition is needed of the area which this form of 
cooperation should cover and its methods and objectives should be spelt out 
in full. 
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In the opinion of your rapporteur, for example, there would be no point 
in talking of regional cooperation when it comes to drawing up food strategies 
in view of the enormous difficulties involved. 
However, sectors where this form of cooperation could be developed 
to some advantage include infrastructures, major public work, or services 
that could be run jointly such as study and research centres for planning, 
engineering companies, measures for marketing products, not to mention 
banks or regional development agencies, etc. 
Coming to the agricultural sector proper, the Commission has pinpoined 
the following psosible priority regional measures: 
combating soil erosion and desertification; 
making use of forests for energy purposes and reclaiming large 
deforested areas (the only positive point to emerge from the disappointjng 
Nairobi Conference on 'Energy and the Developing Countries'); 
combating major pests such as tripanosome and onchocercosis which prevent 
all forms of agricultural development in the areas concerned; 
developing research geared towards agricultural products in tropical 
regions. 
In the chapter on the Lagos plan, reference has been made to other 
regional measures which could be taken; there is therefore no point in 
discussing them further here. 
31. Non-governmental organizations have been extremely effective in trans-
lating theory into practice. They have been particularly involved, even 
in the regions covered by the Lome Convention, in implementing micro-
projects which, in contrast to larger and more costly projects, have had a 
much higher degree of success. In general, these micro-projects Rave 
required limited financial resources, which on average have brought high 
returns, not merely in quantitative terms (increased productivity, financial 
benefits), but especially in qualitative terms by mobilizing the rural masses 
and enabling them to take part effectively in their implementation. 
1t therefore seems that the NGOs have a justifiable claim to greater 
support for their activities and to a steadily increasing allocation of 
means and resources. In this particular sector, rather drawn out and 
complicated bureaucratic procedures need to be simplified and the practice 
of joint financing extended making it possible to achieve a level of growth 
more than proportional to the overall scale of activity. 
32. The question of proper coordination between technical and financial 
cooperation by the European Community as such, the Member States and other 
organlzations or funds specializing in the agricultural or rural sector 
(FAO, !FAD, etc) seems to be of increasingly critical importance. 
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However, there is an even worse tendency for each body to act 
independently, often without any communication whatsoever, which clearly 
leads to wasted energy , initiatives and resources. 
These problems clearly have rather subtle implications. 
Sooner or later, 'individual' ambitions will have to be sacrificed to a 
different method which pools experiences in joint practical ventures. 
There is no doubt that it is up to the institutional bodies of the 
EEC-ACP Association to establish in what way this coordination can be made 
effective and efficient: the present report confines itself to stressing 
once more the need for prompt action. 
33. Research and training are unquestionably two sectors of fundamental 
strategic importance. The Lome Convention refers to the establishment of a 
Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation, but no real prugress 
has been made in making the Centre operational. 
A decision is yet to be taken as to where the Centre should be located 
(in Europe or in Africa, and, if in Africa, in what region?), how it should 
be organized and what it should do. The discussion may well continue for 
some time without any constructive conclusion being reached. 
Your rapporteur agrees with those who argue that, in addition to there 
being a general need to mobilize resources in the research sector, this 
research should not be academic in nature nor dictated by outside interests, 
but should primarily be carried out in the field thereby reflecting the 
actual social and economic forces at work. 
On the other hand, there is certainly no lack of research authorities 
or institutions in the ACP regions and every effort should be made to 
evaluate their potential and to ensure that between centres, institutes and 
organizations working in different fields, there is a minimum level of 
coordination, a pooling of experience, results, data, etc. 
Food aid 
--------
34. Despite the numerous discussions and opinions on the matter, food aid 
remains one of the main instruments in the fight against hunger. The 
debates which have taken place, in the European Parliament in particular, 
have produced a few guidlines on food aid and the EEC has been called upon 
to take measures which, to some extent, are completely new. 
In brief, the main points which have emerged are the need to: 
coordinate food aid into concrete agricultural and rural projects; 
provide for the possibility of multi-annual commitments; 
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use food aid also to create reserve stocks in the DCs; 
adapt, to a greater extent, Community food aid to people's needs (also 
developing 'three-way transactions'); 
improve and tighten controls, starting with quality control; 
increase, as from 1981, cereal food aid beyond the minimum commitments 
laid down by the new Convention. 
These guidelines have been confirmed by the decisions of the Council of 
t.l\inisters of November 1980 (the idea of multi-annual programmes and the use 
of food aid to create reserve stocks were approved), and by the Commission's 
1981 food aid programme which increases cereals by 29% (927,663 tonnes 
compared to 720,500 tonnes for 1976-1977, giving an increase in the Community 
quota provided for under the Food Aid Convention from 1,287,000 to 1,650,000 
tonnes). 
However, action has not been taken on all the points contained in the 
resolutions of the European Parliament and of the ACP Assembly. The Council 
of Mini~ters for Development, in particular, have only 'taken note' of the 
request for more three-way transactions, while the programmes still to not 
provide for adequate diversification of products provided as food ald which, 
to a large degree, still consists of cereals, dried skimmed milk and butter-
oil. Furthermore, food aid pollcy and management (partly as a result of the 
changes involved in ~dopting the new rules) still need to be redefined. 
However it is important that a start should he made even in this delicate 
sector. Given that these principles, provisionally at least, have been 
accepted, effort~ should be made to ensure that no further time is wasted 
in implementing them. 
35. As already pointed out, the 1981 food aid programme makes provision for 
927,663 tonnes of cereals, approximately 200,000 tonnes of which are for 
ACP countries; 150,000 tonnes of dried skimmed milk, 20,000 tonnes of 
which arc for ACP countries; and 45,000 tonnes of butter-oil, 6,600 tonnes 
of which are for ACP countr1es. 
As regards financ1al commitments, it should be pointed out that, 
compared to an estimated market value of 306.7 million EAU, this programme 
involves expenditure of 276.3 m EAU for export refunds. This is one of the 
many 'distorting' effects of the common agricultural policy which this report 
will return to later. Compared to the vast requirements referred to in 
previous paragraphs, these amounts seem like a drop in the ocean; therefore 
constant action is needed and pressure must be kept up to increase the amounts 
involved. 
So much for tiH' 4uantitalive aspect. However, 1t 1s too soon to give 
a cr1t1cal analys1s of these new guidelines from the point of view of the 
qualitative aspects. 
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As stated in previous paragraphs, the adoption of national food 
strategies - which could be used as a valid standard of reference to 
determine whether food aid forms part of a genuine scheme for agricultural 
development in the country receiving it and, if so, to what extent - is 
taking place rather slowly. On the other hand, in the course of drawing up 
this report, your rapporteur has received no information about the creation 
of decentralized stocks, nor has he even heard if the regions where they 
might be placed have been selected. 
These are all problems which have to be solved as soon as possible 
if good intentions are not eventually to end up bereft of any practical 
value. 
36. At the end of the year the Commission drew up proposals for a European 
Community plan of action to combat world hunger. In the Commission's view 
the plan should involve short-term measures designed to take effect 
immediately and wider-ranging actions to be implemented in the medium and 
long term. 
The plan does not claim to be comprehensive but is intended as a model 
of a coordinated nnd planned set of actions (and thus an improvement both 
on the conc(~pt of 'thinly ~>prcad' intc'rvention, which is disorganized and 
irwff<'ct IIctl, .md on t·lidt of ',dd' pun' and simple, (•von when this is 
combined Wl th a greater deployment of funds). 'l'he plan is based on four 
main types of intervention: 
- a special food aid programme, involving expenditure of 40 million EUA 
to be made available to the least developed countries and the emergency 
food reserve; 
- contributing to the definition and implementation of national food 
strategies; 
- regional actions with a specific theme; 
- Community contribution to international action. 
As regards the first point, if all the special food aid were supplied 
in the form of cereals, the overall volume of cereals would amount to 
230,000 tonnes, or approximately 4.4% of the cereal deficit of the less-
advanced countries; this figure is based on an estimate, obtained from 
averages over the la~;t three years of import requirements totalling 
5,210,000 tonnes (of which 2,450,000 tonnes are required by ACP countries). 
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At least 100,000 tonnes should be made available for the international 
emergency food reserve. A target of 500,000 tonnes was fixed for this in 
1977, but lt has never been reached. On the basis of projections for the 
next five years, it is estimated that 2,000,000 tonnes is the minimum amount 
that should be earmarked for this reserve in 1985. This figure may seem 
too high, but forecasts for the •immediate future are not very optimistic. 
It should also be remembered that 2.6 million tonnes of cereals were needed 
to deal with the last food crisis in Africa. This gives some idea, in 
quantitative terms, of the discrepancies between the amount of food which 
can be supplied and actual requirements. 
By way of contributing to the definition and implementation of food . , 
strategies, the Commission has proposed the attractive idea of a comprehensive 
plan for rural development and the security of food supplies', but the 
methods of implementing it. have still to be ,worked uut. 
Reference has already been made to possible regional actions. However, 
the question of how the Community could contribute to international action 
to improve the security of food supplies to the DCs is a more difficult and 
more delJcate matter. 
There is no prospect, whatsoever, at the present time of a new 
International Wheat Agreement being reached. 
This agreement, which should have been renewed in 1981, has been frozen 
until 1983. There is controversy over the creation and decentralization of 
reserves, and the implementation of measures to stabilize world exchange 
rates. The DCs have spoken out clearly against the alternative arrangements 
devised by the International Wheat Council and are calling for the negotia-
tions on the new convention to be restarted in accordance with a strict 
ti.metabl('. 'rh0 Community is therefore being asked to take specific action on 
those Jines, as its position has too often been ambiguous, differing little 
from the positions of those who stalled the negotiations. 
In the meantime, efforts must be made to establish temporary food 
reserves (at least for the less-advanced countries), to ensure that long-
term policy agreements are ~mplemented quickly, and to work for greater 
flexibil~ty in the food aid facilities granted to the IMF. 
37. Reform of the Common Agricultural Policy is a priority need, not only 
for the EEC's own internal purposes, but also as a condition for placing 
relations between the Community and the DCs on a fairer footing. 
Designed in a boom period, when industry was drawing labour f~om the 
countryside, energy supplies were chea~ and plentiful, money was relatively 
stable and food demand in the ocs was growing slowly (at about 1% per annum, 
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co~pared with a 2% growth rate of total demand), theCA? today has to contend 
with a thoroughly changed situation (industrial crisis, energy dependence, 
monetary instability) as well as with the fact that the part played by the 
ocs in the world has changed enormously, both as regards demand, and also 
the supply of agricultural products. 
~cvision of the CAP is thus dictated primarily by the need to adjust 
it to the changed conditions at home and in the world in which it must now 
operate. 
38. Setting aside the imbalances existing within the ZEC itself, it cannot 
be denied that the CAP has contributed, if not to the creation, then a~ least 
to the e~cerbation of certain distortions which have so far impeeed a better 
and more balanced development of world agriculture a~d trade, especially as 
1 
regards the DCs . 
In the area of trade, the distortions generated by the CAP consist ?rinci-
pally in artificial su~~ort for the export prices of certain agricultural 
produce (amounting in some instances to as much as 60 or 70% of the total 
price), and in certain o~stacles imposed on the importation of Jrocessed pro-
ducts (notably, canned veg2table and animal products). 
At the same time, the diversion of recources to maintain stock-raising 
dependent on im.)orted raw tnaterials (soya, manioc, maize) has promoted a 
completely distorted development of agriculture in certain DCs. 
In the area of food aid, the speculative manipulation of some surpluses, 
with no regard for the real nutritional needs of those thus 'aided', has often 
hac harmful results. Your rapporteur must stress in this connection that 
if it was intended to make honest use of particular surpluses (and it is pre-
posterous that each year hundreds of thousands of tonnes of produce should 
be destroyed), then it would have been possible to conclude conventions or 
special agreements with the DCs concerned. But this did not happen. 
It has thus gradually become clear that the CAP is increasingly unable 
to provide an answer to the problems of the DCs, an inability which calls 
into question its own original aims. 
39. The pror~lem of 'surpluses' is without any doubt crucial to the renewal 
of the CAP and to a new development strategy. 
Here, it is important to make clear distinctions. Genuine 'surpluses' 
occur when a product cannot find enough buyers on the domestic and thP 
international market und cannot be used as 'food aid', except in tiny guantitj_"s: 
such is the case, for example, of powdered milk. 
1 It must be l)ointcd out -that the Commission has yet to make available 'che 
study, which the Euro~ean Parliament has --e~2atedly urged, on the consequences 
of the CAP for the DCs 
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Other products can be regarded as being in 'surplus' only in relation 
to the capacity of the internal markets, whereas they can find demand in the 
international market: this is the case, for instance, of grains for human 
consumption; the FAO has called for larger quantities of these than in past 
years to be made available for food aid. 
In the light of the foregoing we must conclude that the essential task 
of the CAP can no longer be to secure an unlimited expansion of the output 
of certain products which are today protected by the 'sacred' regulations 
(dairy produce, cereals, sugar), but must be to regulate production trends 
over time and sector by sector in accordance with world dem~n~ and with a 
rational policy that fits in with the effort to achieve gradually food self-
sufficiency for the DCs. 
·4p. The Community will also have to put into ~;icct a trade policy provi~in~ · 
better access for imports from the DCs, while at the S3me time developing 
those exports to these countries which are not substitu~es but complements 
to their own output. An important factor in such a new policy would be the 
conclusion of long-term agreements between the EEC and the DCs. 
It would also be nesira~le for the Community to participate more actively, 
with a view to their rapid and favourable conclusion, :in multilateral negotia-
tions such as those in GAT'r, for the \Jheat Agreement (with the creatlon and 
decentralized management of buffer and security reserve s~ocks) or for the 
Sugar Agreement. 
Finally, your rapporteur feels it is not superfluous to stress that on 
no account must the EEC yield to oressures for ~aking 'Joli~ic2l' use of food 
ai~, but must, on the contrary, usc all its influence to ensure that all 
coun+:rles ban any such discrimination from this sphere. 
++++++++++++++++++++++ 
41. The task before the signatories of the Lome Convention is to assess 
the exper.tence acquired to date of cooperation between the ACP countries and 
the EEC, to 1dentify together the improvements and changes that are needed, 
in a word: to put to the test, in a joint effort, on the crucial proving 
ground of the fight against hunger, this association between industrialized 
and developing countries that is unique and exemplary in so many respects; 
it is a task made urgent by the seriousness of the food situation throughout 
the world and particularly in Africa but it also offers a valuable means 
and opportunity t<l contribute to the North-South dialogue, and hence to the 
construction of a new world economLc order. 
l t is your rapJ:->ort.(~ur' s conviction that unless this dialogue is held, 
and unless it is brought to an early and positive concluslon, no just and 
lasting solutions can be found to the confllcts tl1at threaten the future of 
mankind: hunger will remain the intolerable scandal of our age and the 
Lome Convention itself Wlll run the risk of being gradually drained of its 
original substance. 
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